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Teva Takes A Further Hit On Value Of Actavis
Executive Summary
Teva has registered a further impairment of
almost $500m, largely linked to the value of
assets acquired when it took over Actavis in 2016.
Meanwhile, sales slid by 15% to $4.3bn in the first
quarter.

single agreement with Celgene.” However, “it
appears now that they are starting to settle with
other players,” leading the firm to look again at
the generic’s potential and register the $125m
impairment. While no further generics firms
had yet followed in the footsteps of Alvogen’s
settlement, he acknowledged, “our expectations
now are that they will.”

Teva has registered an impairment of long-lived
assets of $489m in the first quarter of 2019,
“comprised mainly of intangible assets of product
rights and in-process research and development
assets related to the Actavis Generics acquisition,”
which closed in 2016.

Sales Down By 15%
The overall impairment contributed to Teva
reporting operating income for the quarter of just
$134m, on sales that fell by 15% to $4.295bn. This
was due to continued sales erosion on Copaxone
(glatiramer acetate) in the face of generic
competition, as well as falling US generics sales
and a decline in turnover from the Israeli firm’s
respiratory portfolio.

Of the $489m total impairment, $125m related to
Teva’s planned generic rival to Celgene’s Revlimid
(lenalidomide), due to “modified competition
assumptions as a results of settlements between
the innovator and other generic filers.” (Also see
“Alvogen Settles With Celgene Over US Revlimid” Generics Bulletin, 2 Apr, 2019.)
A further $140m related to other Actavis generics
“due to development progress and changes in
other key valuation indications”. And $204m came
from “updated market assumptions regarding
price and volume of products acquired from
Actavis Generics and primarily marketed in the
US.”

While generics sales fell by 11% to $966m in North
America – partly due to Teva’s recent strategy to
optimize its portfolio by pulling out of unprofitable
lines, as well as price erosion – the firm
maintained that it still led the US generics market
in total prescriptions and new prescriptions, with
around 436 million prescriptions in total.

“We will see these [impairments] occasionally,”
acknowledged Teva’s chief financial officer,
Michael McClellan, “and we’ve been seeing them
almost on a quarterly basis,” as the value of the
firm’s pipeline assets was continually reassessed.

Meanwhile, Copaxone sales in North America
more than halved to $208m due to generic
competition, with Teva nevertheless hanging on to
two-thirds of the market for the higher-strength
40mg version as of March 2019, down from
around three-quarters in December 2018. The
firm anticipates annual Copaxone sales of around
$800m in the US, with sales for the multiple
sclerosis brand expected to slide by around 45%
annually.

On Revlimid, McClellan commented that, having
settled with Celgene, Teva’s initial assumptions
were that it would have “a longer runway as a

Teva recently received approval for the first US
generic naloxone nasal spray, although launch
plans have not yet been revealed. (Also see
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“Teva Has Nasal Naloxone Nod For First US
Narcan Rival” - Generics Bulletin, 25 Apr, 2019.)
Meanwhile, the Israeli firm recently introduced the
first US generic version of VESIcare (solifenacin

succinate) 5mg and 10mg tablets and has also just
announced launches of generic rivals to Tarceva
(erlotinib) 100mg and 150mg tablets and Delzicol
(mesalamine) 400mg delayed-release capsules.

Teva: First-Quarter Sales In 2019
Teva’s group sales fell by 15% to $4.295 billion in the first quarter of 2019

In Europe, generics sales down by 8% to $919m
combined with a fall of more than a quarter in
Copaxone turnover and a respiratory decline
of a fifth to lead the region to a 12% slump to
$1.264bn.
And internationally, lower sales in Japan due to
local pricing revisions and seasonal variations led
international generics turnover to fall by a tenth –
3 / July 2019

translating to a drop of just 1% in local currencies
– to $441m, contributing to an international total
down by 11% to $668.
Looking ahead, Teva said it expected to generate
full-year sales of $17.0-17.4bn, in what will be a
“trough year” for the company, with an uptick
predicted for 2020.
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Cost Reduction ‘On Track’
Teva president and CEO Kåre Schultz said Teva
was still on track to achieve by the end of this year
the cost-base reduction of $3bn that it has been
pursuing since late 2017, having already achieved
a reduction of $2.5bn to date.
“The revenue is on track. The launches are on
track. The cost reduction program is on track,
and the debt reduction is also on track,” Schultz
elaborated, noting that net debt now stood at
$26.7bn, with $1.6bn scheduled for repayment “in
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the middle of this year.”
Schultz also noted that Teva had set a “long-term
financial target of an operating margin of 27%”.
Meanwhile, Teva is facing negative attention after
being named in the latest US multi-state lawsuit
alleging widespread price-fixing conspiracies
within the generics industry. (Also see “Further US
Lawsuit Claims Price-Fixing Conspiracy” - Generics
Bulletin, 16 May, 2019.)
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Slowing Biopharmaceuticals Puts A Dent In Sandoz’ Sales
Executive Summary
Slower sales growth by its Biopharmaceuticals
unit amid competitive pressures in the US,
combined with weakness in its Retail Generics and
Anti-Infectives franchises, led Sandoz to report an
overall 8% sales slide in the first quarter of this
year.

The Novartis division – which will see Richard
Saynor take over from interim head Francesco
Balestrieri in the third quarter of this year
{GB140269} – achieved global Biopharmaceuticals
sales from biosimilars, its Glatopa (glatiramer
acetate) generic of Teva’s Copaxone and contractmanufacturing activities ahead by 5% as reported,
and by 11% on a constant-currency basis, to
$351m.

A relatively weak performance from its
Biopharmaceuticals unit led Sandoz to report
first-quarter turnover down by 8% to $2.33bn,
although the drop in constant currencies was a
less severe 2%. Nine percentage points of price
erosion, mainly in the US, outweighed seven
points of volume gains.

However, this marked a notable slowdown from
the Biopharmaceuticals constant-currency growth
of 24% and 29% recorded in the full year and
fourth quarter of 2018. As reported, the rises were
27% and 26%. (Also see “Sandoz Sets Forth On
Quest To Raise Its Margins” - Generics Bulletin, 7
Feb, 2019.)

Sandoz’ Biopharmaceuticals Growth Has Dipped Below Double Figures
After reporting sales rises by its Biopharmaceuticals biosimilars, glatiramer and contract-manufacturing
unit of at least 20% throughout 2018, Sandoz saw the unit’s growth slow to 5% in the first quarter of 2019.

Sales growth by Sandoz’ Biopharmaceuticals unit (Source - Novartis)
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Asked by an analyst to comment on the relatively
weak first-quarter Biopharmaceuticals sales,
Novartis CEO Vas Narasimhan commented: “On
Sandoz Biopharmaceuticals, globally we saw very
strong growth, really driven by Europe.”
“Europe is performing well, with the recent
launches of Rixathon, our rituximab biosimilar,
and Erelzi, our etanercept biosimilar,” Narasimhan
insisted. “And we are now preparing for what
we hope is a [US] approval of our pegfilgrastim
biosimilar relatively soon to build on what is
arguably the broadest portfolio of biosimilars
in the market.” Sandoz secured a pan-European
authorization for its Ziextenzo pegfilgrastim
biosimilar in November last year.
“Any softness we have seen is in the US, where
we have seen additional competition both on
Glatopa, our Copaxone generic, as well as on
filgrastim, where we have additional entrants
coming to that product line,” he acknowledged.
Narasimhan maintained that restoring
Biopharmaceuticals growth in the US would be
dependent on further launches “to replenish the
biosimilars portfolio”. Referencing the recent
resubmission of the firm’s dossier for its LAEP2006 pegfilgrastim candidate after the US
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Food and Drug Administration issued a complete
response letter (CRL) in 2016, he said this had
started a six-month review clock towards approval
of the treatment for chemotherapy-induced
neutropenia. (Also see “Sandoz Tries Again With
US Pegfilgrastim” - Generics Bulletin, 4 Apr, 2019.)
Etanercept Entry In US Delayed By Litigation
Narasimhan also noted that Sandoz held FDA
approval for its Erelzi etanercept biosimilar to
Amgen’s Enbrel, but had not launched as patent
litigation continued.
The relatively weak Biopharmaceuticals
performance in North America was offset by
“continued strong double-digit growth from
Rixathon, Hyrimoz (adalimumab) and Erelzi”
in Europe. “Launch roll-outs in Asia, Africa and
Australasia also contributed to growth,” Novartis
commented.
Biopharmaceuticals accounted for 15% of
Sandoz’ total turnover in the first quarter as Retail
Generics sales declined by 9% as reported, and
by 3% on a constant-currency basis, to $1.850bn.
This came on a 16% Retail decline in the US was
that slightly lower than Sandoz’ overall 17% sales
fall in the US to $590m, “mainly due to continued
industry-wide pricing pressure”.
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Sandoz franchises’ financial performance
Biopharmaceuticals growth moderating down to 5% to $351m led to Sandoz reporting an 8% slide in firstquarter 2019 turnover to $2.33bn

Breakdown by franchise of Sandoz’ sales in the three months ended 31 March 2019 (Source - Novartis)

The global Retail Generics total included $204m
from finished-dosage Anti-Infectives sold under
the Sandoz label. The division’s turnover from
Anti-Infectives supplied to third parties for
marketing under their own name fell by 11%
to $125m, equivalent to a 6% slip at constant
exchange rates.
On a geographic basis, the proportion of its
turnover that Sandoz derived from the US slid to
one quarter, from 28% in the prior-year period.
And that proportion is set to decline further once
Novartis completes the sale of Sandoz’ US oraldose and dermatology franchises to Aurobindo
Pharma for around $800m in cash plus potential
earn-outs. Novartis believes the transaction,
which is subject to antitrust clearances, could be
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completed in the third quarter of this year.
US Sale To Aurobindo Scheduled For Third
Quarter
Through the transaction, India’s Aurobindo will
obtain a portfolio that includes around 300
products plus additional development projects,
as well as a dermatology development center and
manufacturing facilities in Wilson, North Carolina,
and in Hicksville and Melville, New York. Novartis
said that in 2018, the Sandoz operations it was
divesting generated sales of $1.174bn, producing
an adjusted ‘core’ operating profit of $294m.
Excluding the US, Novartis said Sandoz’ global
sales were down by 4% as reported, but up by 4%
in constant currencies.
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Sandoz’ regional sales performance
Sandoz reported sales declines in all four of its regions during the first quarter of 2019 as the division’s
global turnover fell by 8% to US$2.33bn. On a constant-currency basis, the business enjoyed single-digit
growth in Europe and its Asia, Africa and Australasia region.

Breakdown by region of Sandoz’ sales in the three months ended 31 December 2018 (Source - Novartis)

Europe made up just over half of Sandoz’ total
turnover with sales that fell by 4% as reported, but
grew by 5% in constant currencies, to $1.241bn.
A reported 2% slip to $318m in Asia, Africa and
Australasia represented a 3% constant-currency
rise, while the reported 9% slide to $177m in
Canada and Latin America was a less severe 1%
dip at constant exchange rates.
Countries that Novartis deems to be established
markets made up almost three-quarters of
Sandoz operations despite sales falling by 9%
as reported, and by 4% in constant currencies,
to $1.695m. Turnover from ‘emerging growth
markets’ was down by 5% as reported, but up 5%
at constant exchange rates, to $631m.
A favourable geographic and product mix, as well
as “ongoing productivity improvements”, lifted
Sandoz’ gross margin by just over a percentage
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point to 48.0%. The division reduced its selling,
general and administrative expenses by 7% to
$562m, and it cut research and development
spending slightly by 3% to $194m.
Operating Profit Declined By A Third
Nevertheless, Sandoz’ operating profit tumbled
by a third as reported, and by a quarter on a
constant-currency basis, to $273m. This depleted
the division’s operating margin by 4.5 points to
11.7%.
Novartis said Sandoz’ margin decline was
“mainly due to lower divestment income, higher
net changes in legal provisions, higher net
restructuring expenses and lower sales, partly
offset by continued gross margin improvement.”
On an adjusted ‘core’ basis excluding $188m of
total charges – including $79m of amortization,
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$13m of impairments, $52m of restructuring
expenses and $45m of legal expenses – Sandoz’
margin stabilized at 19.8%.
Novartis confirmed its full-year sales outlook
for Sandoz as being broadly in line with 2018 at
constant currencies, excluding any impact from
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divesting the US portfolio to Aurobindo. The group
forecast of mid-single-digit growth assumes no
Gilenya (fingolimod) generics are launched atrisk this year, but factors in generic competition
to Afinitor (everolimus), Exforge (amlodipine/
valsartan) and Exjade (deferasirox), as well as
potentially to Sandostatin LAR (octreotide acetate).
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Wait For Strategic Decisions Weighs Heavily On Mylan
Executive Summary
With no news on the progress of a board-level
strategic review on offer, investors reacted
negatively to Mylan falling short of consensus
sales figures. This took the firm’s share price to its
lowest level for more than five years.

Investors were unimpressed after Mylan said its
independent directors were still not in a position
to reveal the findings of a strategic review they
have been undertaking in recent months. With
first-quarter sales failing to meet analysts’
consensus forecasts, shares slid to their lowest
level in the past five years, although Mylan’s share
price has since rebounded slightly following media
rumors that investment firm Carlyle Group is
preparing a takeover bid.

Presenting the group’s fourth-quarter results at
the end of February, Mylan’s CEO Heather Bresch
had told investors she understood the strategic
committee assessing a wide range of future
options was “nearing completion” of the work it
had started midway through last year. (Also see
“Sluggish Copaxone Rival And Delay To Generic
Advair Hurt Mylan” - Generics Bulletin, 5 Mar,
2019.)
Responding this month to an analyst’s question
about the progress of the board-level strategic
review, Bresch commented: “I believe what I said
last quarter still remains true, which is, there is
a tremendous amount of work being done and
that when they’re ready to report, the strategic
committee will report on where they are.”

Mylan’s Share Price Falls To A Five-Year Low
Having peaked at over $70 in 2015, and traded at over $40 as recently as last year, Mylan’s share price has
since tumbled to barely $20.

Mylan’s share price evolution over the past five years (Source - Mylan)
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“We believe that will be in the near term,” Bresch
added.
She acknowledged that first-quarter group
turnover down by 7% to $2.50bn was around
$200m shy of analysts’ consensus forecast, but
attributed $131m of the shortfall to adverse
currency fluctuations and another $58m to the
impact of implementing anti-counterfeiting
serialization in time for the February 2019
deadline under the European Union’s Falsified
Medicines Directive.
Transformation Distinct From Strategic Review
Bresch said the strategic committee’s
deliberations were “separate and distinct” from
work being done by a business transformation
office that the company had established with
the support of management consultants “to
bring a disciplined financial lens to the way we’re
managing our business.”
“In practice,” she explained, “this means looking at
every product at an SKU level and its performance
across every channel, customer and market, this
data informs decisions around both good and bad
revenues and costs in order to determine what
portions of the business are value-creating versus
value-consuming, and to manage accordingly.”
Describing Mylan as “a hybrid across generics,
brands and specialty business models”, Bresch
argued that the group’s success would, in part,
“be determined by our ability to leverage the best
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of each model to ensure the most competitive
cost structure, while simultaneously allocating the
right resources across the right mix of products,
geographies and pipeline.”
Granular Review Of All Product Lines
“Given our evolution from an acquisitive company
to one focused predominantly on organic growth,
not to mention the current market dynamics, we
believe it is an opportune moment to manage
this company for value,” she maintained. Taking a
granular approach to examining the group’s 7,500
product lines across 165 countries would, Bresch
said, allow the group to deploy its resources
for the greatest return. However, the financial
benefits would likely only become apparent from
2020 onwards.
In the first quarter of 2019, Mylan’s group
operating profit plummeted by 85% to $24.0m,
giving an operating margin of just 1.0% as its
gross margin weakened by 4.4 percentage
points to 32.3%. Just over $668m of corporate
expenses not allocated to any regional operating
segment included $405.5m of intangible-asset
amortization as well as $29.5m impairment charge
on intangible development assets linked to the
acquired Renaissance topicals business.
The company’s leverage stood with debts of
$14.1bn stood at 4.0-times trailing 12-month
adjusted earnings before interest, tax,
depreciation and amortization (EBITDA).
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On a regional basis, Mylan’s North American
operating segment shed four percentage points
of operating margin, falling to 42.7% on sales that
slipped by 6% to $922.9m.
The segment incurred a $69.6m restructuring
charge for incremental manufacturing variances
and site-remediation expenses at its largevolume facility in Morgantown, West Virginia.
An inspection conducted by the US Food and
Drug Administration in April 2018 resulted in
the agency issuing a warning letter towards the
end of last year. (Also see “Mylan gets warning
for Morgantown site” - Generics Bulletin, 30 Nov,
2018.)
While the site continues to supply drugs to the US
market, Mylan said there had been “a temporary
disruption in supply of certain products” as it
made improvements. “No significant new product
revenue is forecasted from the Morgantown plant
in 2019. We are forecasting that only five of our
top-50, and only one out of the top-10 gross12 / July 2019

margin-generating products, will be manufactured
in Morgantown in 2019.”
“At this time,” Mylan admitted, “the expenses
related to the additional restructuring activities at
the Morgantown, West Virginia, plant cannot be
reasonably estimated.”
Lower volumes from its existing product portfolio
in North America – where the firm during 2018
pruned over 100 stock-keeping units (SKUs),
leaving only a quarter of its US generics sales
coming from commodity products – and adverse
pricing were only partially compensated by
“increased market share on glatiramer acetate
injection” and recent launches, such as of Wixela
Inhub (fluticasone/salmeterol) and Fulphila
(pegfilgrastim).
Pleased With Uptake Of Fluticasone/
Salmeterol
Bresch said Mylan was “pleased with the launch
and the market uptake” since it launched its
© Informa UK Ltd 2019 (Unauthorized photocopying prohibited.)

Wixela rival to GlaxoSmithKline’s Advair Diskus
in February this year. Wixela and the authorized
generic that GSK licensed to Prasco had already
captured almost half of the market, she noted,
classifying the inhaler among a raft of complex
generics that would have “more of a longer
ramp and then a longer tail” that solid oral-dose
generics. As the first generic entrant, the company
did not anticipate further competition “anytime
soon”, she added.

meaningfully to the group’s $1.1bn target for sales
from new products. “We are also getting ready to
launch our biosimilar trastuzumab at the time of
market formation in the US,” he added.

Noting that half of the market for fluticasone/
salmeterol was through commercial plans, and
the other half through the federal Medicare part
D program, chief commercial officer Tony Mauro
hailed the success of launching Wixela at a low
wholesale acquisition cost (WAC). He pledged
to continue working with payers and pharmacy
benefit managers (PBMs) to encourage further
generic utilization.

Disruption From Serialization In Europe
Initial sales of Hulio could not prevent a 14%
reported sales slide to $895.3m for Mylan in
Europe in the first quarter of this year, although
the constant-currency fall was a less severe 6%.
The firm blamed “lower volumes of existing
products driven by the timing of purchases of our
products by customers and temporary business
disruptions due to the adoption of serialization
across Europe and, to a lesser extent, pricing.”

Chief financial officer Ken Parks said the
introduction of Wixela had been instrumental in
the US accounting for about $200m of the $250m
globally that Mylan derived from new products
during the first quarter. “We have actually
launched about two-thirds, maybe slightly more,
of the products to generate $1.1 billion of new
product launch revenues in 2019,” Parks pointed
out.
Launched Pegfilgrastim At-Risk Last Year
Mylan introduced its Fulphila pegfilgrastim
biosimilar in the US midway through last year
despite ongoing litigation with Amgen over
infringement of US patents 8,273,707 and
9,643,997. (Also see “Biocon confirms US Neulasta
rival launch” - Generics Bulletin, 3 Aug, 2018.)
The company’s president, Rajiv Malik, described
Fulphila’s US introduction as “a very successful
launch” that would, along with the launches of
Hulio (adalimumab) and Ogivri (trastuzumab)
in Europe, ensure biosimilars contributed
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Having in February 2018 licensed European rights
to Hulio from Fujifilm Kyowa Kirin, Mylan recently
extended the deal to cover exclusive global
commercialization rights to the adalimumab
biosimilar.

Explaining the top-line hit of around $60m
through the implementation of serialization as the
European Union’s Falsified Medicines Directive
came into effect in February this year, Malik
insisted Mylan’s own network of 45 facilities had
been ready. However, he acknowledged, there
had been issues with the European operation’s
use of contract manufacturers, although supply
disruptions had since been resolved.
A 3% reported, and 11% constant-currency,
advance in Mylan’s Rest of World region brought
some respite as by new product launches in
Australia, Japan and China helped to lift sales to
$642.4m. Antiretrovirals drove increased volumes
from existing products.
Mylan anticipates closing later this year a $135m
deal with Aspen for a basket of prescription of
prescription and OTC drugs in Australia and New
Zealand.
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If Amneal Goes Global Again, It Intends To Go Big
Executive Summary
Having just sold off relatively small operations
in the UK and Germany, Amneal would look for
large-scale deals if it were to expand again beyond
its US powerbase. The US generics and specialty
brands company is also looking to expand its
injectables business and is considering a move
into biosimilar insulins.

US generics supplier Amneal has not ruled out
playing in international markets, even though
it has just sold off its operations in the UK and
Germany. However, any move abroad would have
to come through a transaction that immediately
gave the firm critical mass, CEO Rob Stewart told
investors.

In Germany, Amneal has sold its local operations
for an undisclosed fee to Austria’s Ever Pharma,
the neurology and injectables specialist for which
Amneal already acted as a distributor for the
German hospitals market.
“This acquisition represents another milestone
in the expansion of Ever Pharma’s commercial
footprint in Europe. With this new operation, Ever
Pharma extends its portfolio in Germany and
establishes a solid platform for the growth of its
portfolio and pipeline” commented the Austrian
group’s general manager, Georges Kahwati.
The firm, which operates in over 70 countries
through a mix of wholly-owned affiliates and local
distribution partners, is seeking to establish its
own sales and marketing entities in core markets.

At the end of first quarter, Amneal sold its Creo
Pharma subsidiary in the UK to Zentiva’s AI Sirona
vehicle for $36m in cash, booking an $8.8m pretax gain on the deal. “As part of the disposition,”
the US firm disclosed, “Amneal entered into a
supply and license agreement with AI Sirona to
supply certain products for a period of up to two
years.”

Divested In UK And Germany For US Focus
Reiterating Amneal’s intention to focus in
resources on “strengthening our growing position
in the US market” as the group announced sales
growth but a sizable operating loss in the first
quarter of 2019, Stewart told investors that the
sale of operations in Europe “does not mean that I
am immune to getting back into the international
markets.”

At the time the deal was announced, Stewart
said divesting Creo would allow Amneal “to
concentrate management time and resources to
support our continued focus on strengthening
our growing position in the US market.” (Also
see “Zentiva Strikes Deal To Buy UK’s Creo
Pharmaceuticals As It Pursues ‘Champion’
Ambitions” - Generics Bulletin, 4 Apr, 2019.)

Stewart described the UK and German
divestments as “clean-ups of prior acquisition
strategies that were not fully integrated into the
business and did not necessarily fit the model that
we are trying to create.” While both were good
businesses, they were “relatively small in size and
not necessarily scalable” to serve as “a meaningful
enough launchpad”.

Further to that goal, the US firm has now divested
its operation in Germany, having already divested
in Nordic business to Aristo Pharma.

“If we found the right acquisition target that came
with a more significant and sizable international
business, that would become somewhat more
appealing to me,” Stewart remarked. Building
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organically from a greenfield starting point
in non-US markets would, he felt, distract the
organization from its short-term growth drivers.
Fewer Synergies From International Play
“I don’t necessarily see that you get as much
synergy between playing internationally
versus domestically, in particular around the
generics side,” he continued. Any international
infrastructure acquired would have to bring “a
more significant, prominent market share for it to
become more meaningful and more attractive for
us.”
Looking at the US-based group’s domestic
operations, Stewart insisted it had “a very good
retail component with our Generics business”
as well as “a growing institutional footprint that
allows us to be very relevant to hospitals.”
“If we could add additional products into that
infrastructure, that’s an area of focus for us as we
diversify and try to find ways to accelerate that
segment within our business,” he commented.
While the institutional and hospital build out could
include biosimilars – Amneal last year licensed
biosimilar Avastin (bevacizumab) from Mabxience,
adding to its existing tie-up with Kashiv’s Adello
Biologics for filgrastim and pegfilgrastim – Stewart
explained that “I wouldn’t necessarily say that
our near-term priority is to build a biosimilar
portfolio.”
Anticipates Slow Biosimilars Uptake
He anticipated “a slow uptake” for biosimilars
in the US, although Amneal continues to assess
the potential of biosimilar insulins. “It is an area
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of interest that we continue to explore,” he told
investors.
“Our focus is probably more on generic injectables
and branded injectables that we think that could
fit that institutional platform that we have,” he
explained, identifying this as a prime area of
focus for inorganic growth through business
development. (Also see “Amneal Has The
Firepower To Pursue Injectables Deals” - Generics
Bulletin, 12 Mar, 2019.)
Amneal has also recently diversified its domestic
generics offering by securing approval for,
and launching its first transdermal product,
rivastigmine patches. Rivastigmine was one of 11
final abbreviated new drug application (ANDA)
approvals and six launches for Amneal in the
first quarter of 2019. During the course of this
year, the firm is lining up around 50 generic
launches, including a rival to Merck’s Nuvaring
(etonogestrel/ethinylestradiol) during the second
half of this year. (Also see “Amneal Targets Up to
50 Launches, But Fears Diminishing Returns” Generics Bulletin, 12 Mar, 2019.)
Stewart described the introduction of the generic
to Novartis’ Exelon patches as a milestone in
moving the firm’s generics portfolio into more
complex, more valuable dosage forms.
He pointed out that almost half of the 105 generic
products that Amneal had already filed with the
US Food and Drug Administration as of 1 May
2019 were for dosage forms other than oral
solids.
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Amneal’s Pipeline Of Submitted And In-Development Products As Of 1 May 2019
While half of Amneal’s pipeline assets already submitted for regulatory approval are oral solids in the form
of tablets and capsules, that proportion drops to barely 30% for products that are currently in development
pending regulatory filing.

Breakdown by dosage form of Amneal’s pipeline of 105 filed products and 77 products in development pending filing as of 1 May 2019
(Source - Amneal Pharmaceuticals)
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And within the firm’s pipeline of 77 generic
development projects as of the same date, around
70% were for non-oral-solid forms “that have the
potential to be more durable and have higher and
more sustainable value.”

the incumbent with a leading position on products
such as generic Aggrenox (dipyridamole/aspirin),
Amneal had been able to defend its market share,
or at least to choose when to give up share at a
given price point.

Stewart said Amneal was not focusing on the
number of ANDAs in its pipeline, but rather on
the likelihood of successful development and
production, as well as the potential returns from
each project. The group recently brought in
Pradeep Bhadauria as chief scientific officer to
oversee such considerations. (Also see “People
Round-Up: Bhadauria Named As Amneal CSO” Generics Bulletin, 18 Apr, 2019.)

“The positive element about Amneal’s supply
chain is that generally customers do not want to
move the product away from us, provided that
they feel that they are getting a fair price,” he
asserted. Such supply-chain reliability, he added,
also afforded the company a degree of premium
pricing in the market.

Using the group’s solid supply chain to capitalize
on generic market disruptions and supply
shortages was, he said, helping the business to
withstand increasing competitive pressures.
Capitalizing On Solid Supply Chain
“When you’re a good, high-quality, reliable
supplier that doesn’t have intermittent supplies or
back orders or poor customer service, that gives
you the ability to have constructive conversations
with your customers,” Stewart told investors. As
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This, he said, was true of levothyroxine sodium,
which Amneal licensed from Lannett during
the first quarter as it waited for a supply deal
with Jerome Stevens to take effect. Noting that
levothyroxine had a narrow therapeutic index,
Stewart observed that “when patients switch
from one generic to another, or from one brand
to another, the FDA guidance suggests that
patients be re-titrated. That creates somewhat
of a stickiness or an adhesion to your particular
product.”
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Levothryroxine Becomes Amneal’s Leading Product
With sales of $49.0m in the first quarter of 2019, levothryroxine sodium supplanted oseltamivir as Amneal’s
best-selling product line.

Sales of Amneal’s five best-selling products in the first quarters of 2019 and 2018 (Source - Amneal)
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Levothyroxine became by far the group’s bestselling product in the first quarter of 2019 with
sales of almost $49m, accounting for 11% of group
turnover that advanced by 62.1% as reported,
and by 4.9% on a proforma basis allowing for
the merger of Amneal and Impax in May 2018,
reaching $446.1m.
The proforma advance was due to 7.3% growth
to $382.5m by the group’s Generics segment
as more than 40 product launches, including of
levothyroxine, in 2018 combined with the six to
date this year to more than offset pressure on
drugs including oseltamivir and dipyridamole/
aspirin due to additional competition. Amneal
said it had also enjoyed volume growth from
guanfacine and hydroproxyprogesterone caproate
injection.

As a result, the Generics segment posted an
operating loss of $54.6m, contributing the bulk
of a $94.4m loss. The group’s Specialty brand
segment made a small profit despite sales

Impairment Charges Hurt Gross Margin
However, the Generics segment’s gross margin
slumped to a mere 13.2%, largely due to a
$53.3m impairment charge “associated with two
marketed products as a result of significant price
erosion during the first quarter of 2019, due to
new competition entering the market, resulting
in significantly lower expected future cash flows
from these products.”
In addition, the segment incurred $36.4m of
expenses relating to upfront payments to Lannett
as part of the levothyroxine transaction. Other
costs included $9.5m of site-closure expenses and
$22.8m of in-process R&D impairment charges
arising from one generic product facing increased
competition at launch and a strategic decision no
longer to pursue approval of another generic.

suffering from the loss of exclusivity in September
2018 for the Albenza (albendazole) anthelmintic
agent.
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